RULE 1:
COMMIT!

RULE 1 - COMMIT

Commit to this program and you will begin to see the foundations being built to
achieve your goal.
To change your body you have to be prepared to work and work hard. This wont be
a walk in the park and nor should it be.
This short 8 week program is designed to give you a quick head start boost to begin
trimming down fat and getting the definition you want to see in the mirror.
What you will need to do to make this work is commit, give it every ounce of
strength you have. Cheat and you will fail. Cheat and you will not attain the results
you want. Cheat and you will only have yourself to blame. Cheat and you are
cheating yourself.
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INTRODUCTION
This program has been designed and aimed towards a beginner or intermediate, someone
who trains at home (or at the gym) with minimal equipment and who wants to begin to
improve strength, stamina (both muscular and cardiovascular) and shred a few pounds of
body fat.
The program is two fold. Follow the two four week programs and the nutritional advice
given and you will start to see that hard work really does pay off in the end.

Weeks 1-4
Weeks 1-4 are designed to improve your strength and introduce you to some basic and
intermediate ways to exercise. It also uses supersets which will bring into play muscle
endurance and cardio vascular (CV) improvements.
Supersets, for those who do not know; are a set of two exercises performed back to back
with little or no rest in between and then repeated for the amount of times stated. For
example, a bench press of 10 reps followed by a bent over row for 10 reps would be
classed as 1 set.
At the end of each session there is a finisher. This is there to test what you’re made of.
After you have just given everything you have in order to finish each set you have the
challenge of pushing harder. This will really get your CV system going. Lactic acid
tolerance will improve as your muscle adapt to fatigue. This is also a key to burning those
calories and fat that you wish to lose.

Weeks 5-8
Weeks 5-8 are designed to still improve your strength but are geared towards really
digging in deep with your muscle endurance. You will be required to perform two separate
sets of supersets, the catch being, you carry out each superset for an allotted amount of
time, not for a specific amount of reps or sets.
For example, perform a bent over barbell row to failure (where you literally can not do
another rep) and then go straight into performing push ups again to failure. After this you
are required to go straight onto the barbell row again with no pause.
The supersets have been designed so that whilst one muscle group is performing the other
is at rest. So in this instance, while you do a barbell row, your back muscles are working
and your chest is at rest and visa versa. Training in this way is also very efficient and time
saving, giving you maximum bang for your buck in a shorter time, leaving you free to get
on with life outside of the gym.
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NUTRITION
The second part of this program is your nutrition and lifestyle. Now I’m not
a nutritionist and can only advise on the basics, however, the basics are
all we need to begin to get changes and to be honest, its just common
sense.
To see any changes in our body, in the most basic terms, we need to
exert out body lifting weights and eat the correct foods. We all know, or
should know what foods are right and wrong, but I shall help explain what
it is you should be eating.
Your body needs three sources of food, or macro nutrients,
carbohydrates, protein and fats. That being said, get ready, take a deep
breath, because the next few pages are going to get a bit scientific.
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CARBOHYDRATES
The body utilises carbohydrates primarily for energy.
There are three types of carbs, simple (sugars), complex
(starches) and non starch polysaccharides.
Simple
Monosaccharides are Glucose, fructose and galactose
Disaccharides are a combination of monosaccharide’s
• Sucrose = glucose + fructose
• Lactose = glucose + glactose
• Maltose = glucose + glucose
Starches (complex)
Larger sugar structures are called polysaccharides. They are
many glucose units built together into long, complex chains
commonly found in naturally occurring foods.
Fibre (non-starch polysaccharides)
Large non-starch carbohydrate structures that are difficult to
digest. They are both insoluble (cellulose, lignin, pectin) and
soluble (gums and mucilayes). Fibre does not provide much in
the way of energy but helps with the transportation of food
through the gut.
•

15g of these in a product is considered as high and
unhealthy

First off, scrap all things white, white pasta, white bread, white
rice and change it to wholemeal, not brown, but wholemeal.
Wholemeal foods are foods that have not been processed or
change, they still have all the goodness locked up inside ready
to be released.
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Sources
Complex

• Healthy - unrefined, whole carbohydrate sources are the best
•
•
•

Whole grain foods, wheat, rice and oats
Whole veg, potatoes, pulses and beans
Carry with them fibre and other vitamins and minerals

• Unhealthy – refried, starchy carbs
•
•

White bread, white pasta, cakes and pastries, white rice.
Pure carbs that disrupt the blood as all the natural fibre, vitamins and minerals are refined
out and so they rob from the body

Simple

• Healthy – Natural unprocessed forms – quick energy release
•

Whole fruit or fresh fruit/veg juice

• Unhealthy – refined or process forms – table sugar, confectionary, soft drinks, biscuits
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PROTEIN
Proteins are made up of molecules called amino acids. There are 20 amino acids available from a
natural diet. The body uses these amino acids to build and repair the many proteins from which we are
comprised of.
There are two types of proteins, essential and non-essential.
Essential are a group of 9 amino acids that the body is unable to synthesise itself. These must be
obtained regularly from our food diet.
Non-essential are synthesised in the liver but still very essential to life. The diet must contain
essential amino acids in order to synthesise the non essentials.
As with having two types of proteins, there are two types of food sources, complex and

incomplete.
Complex proteins are foods that contain sufficient amounts of all 9 essential amino acids to synthesise
the other non essential amino acids. Sources of complex proteins are meat, dairy, egg whites, poultry
and fish.

Incomplete proteins are foods lacking in one or more of the essential amino acids. They tend to be
plant based, nuts, beans, grains, seeds and pulses.
It may be necessary when we are not eating sufficient amounts of complete protein foods to combine
certain protein rich plant foods. This can provide enough of the essential acids but still at a lower
biological value. This type of mix and match diet is called complimentary proteins.
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Function of Protein
A lot of people just see protein as a way to repair the body after a hard work out and thus
become stronger. This is not necessarily the case.
•
•
•
•
•
•

They form the framework of tissue, collagen in the bone and connective tissues.
They enable muscle fibres to shorten to create movement.
Proteins transport substances though the blood.
Hormones regulate physiological processes e.g. insulin.
Proteins assist the body to protect against infection e.g. antibodies.
They also produce enzymes that speed up reactions.

Amount of Protein Needed
This depends on many things, including the size of a person and the activity levels however the
rough recommended daily allowances are listed below.
•
•
•
•

•

Sedentary adults – 0.8 grams per kilo of bodyweight
Recreational exerciser – 0.8 – 1.5 grams
Endurance athlete – 1.2 – 1.6 grams
Teenage athlete – 1.5 – 2 grams – this is higher as protein is needed to repair the body
so need to compensate this loss and replace this amount as teenagers are in their
“growth spurt”
Muscle mass body builders – 1.5 – 1.7 and even 2 grams
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FATS
Fats, as you know, are shrouded with bad press. However, fats
are an integral part of the body. Fats are a dense source of
energy with 9 calories per gram. Fats coat every cell in the body
as part of the cell membrane which control the movement in
and out of the cell. They are necessary for the absorption,
transportation and utilisation of vitamin A, D E and K which are
all fat soluble vitamins and more common to most people
subcutaneous fat serve as effective insulation and helps to
maintain body temperature. It also contributes to our body
shape and contours.

Saturated fats
Saturated means completely full or loaded – they can not
absorb anything extra. All bonding sites are full.
• Sources – numerous sources, most from animal foods
o Beef, lamb, lard, egg yolks, dairy
o Plants – coconut oil and palm oil
• Health implications – often been implicated in
cardiovascular disease however, recent research is
beginning to build a profile that indicates saturated fats
may not be so harmful. Only 26% of the fat content
found in arterial plaques was found to be saturated. The
majority was polyunsaturated.
• Health benefits – poor quality animals produce poor
quality fats. Intensive farming tends to produce lower
quality animals with greater toxic blood. Toxins that build
up may be stored for future removal in fat tissues.
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Unsaturated fats
The carbon chain is not completely full of hydrogen
atoms. These “gaps” in the chain make the fatty acids
more able to react. The gaps of hydrogen in the carbon
chain are the site of a double strength carbon bond. This
double bond causes a bend in the molecule. A single
bend is a monounsaturated and more than one bend is a
polyunsaturated.
Monounsaturated
•
•

•

Sources – liquid oils at room temperature, may
become firmer or cloudy in colder temperatures.
Health benefits – Monounsaturated have many
health promoting benefits
o Olive oil helps clean the arteries
Stability – Unsaturated oils are less stable than
saturated fats. Store in cool conditions, away
from direct sunlight in an air tight container. Heat,
light and oxygen can create oxidative damage.

Polyunsaturated
•

Sources – sunflower oil, veg oil, safflower oil,
corn oil, walnuts.

Polyunsaturated oils break down into two categories of
essential oils, omega 3 and omega 6. Oily fish such as
cod liver and linseeds are rich sources of omega 3.
•
•

Omega 3 – thin the blood, control hormones, fluid
balance and cell membrane
Omega 6 – fats (sunflower, veg and corn oil) are
needed for cellular functions.

These days, dietary fat balance is usually in favour
towards omega 6.
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Hydrogenation and Transfats
Now we get into the realms of man made products. First of all to help you understand, I will briefly go over
the process of making transfats through hydrogenation.
Hydrogenation has been used widely in the food industry since the 60’s with hydrogenated margarines
becoming the leading fat based spread ahead of butter.
•
•

Sunflower or veg margarines are solid at room temperature. Oils are liquid at room temp, even
when chilled. Manufacturers change the properties and consistency of oils.
Oils are heated to very high temperatures in large vats. This pulls the molecules apart making them
highly reactive.

Transfats
Hydrogenation of oils to produce margarines was initially considered a
healthy way to increase our intake of unsaturated oils. Since the 70’s a
growing body of evidence has been building regarding other chemicals
formed during hydrogenation that are detrimental to our health.
Health Concerns
Trans fatty acids are unnatural, straight chain structures. The altered
shape fools the body. They can no longer perform the correct chemical
reactions because the shape determines the function and start to block
the holes.
Trans vs. Saturated
Trans fatty acids are linked to CHD and the hardening of arteries. The
use of saturated fats over the last 50 years has decreased by 15-20%
and the use of hydrogenated margarines has increased by 400%. This
correlates to the rise in heart and circulatory problems.
Sources – Margarine, biscuits, cakes, sweet sauces and syrups, pies,
pastries, takeaways, boxed TV meals, ice cream.
Marketing – “No trans fats” or “Virtually no trans fats” raises questions
as to how have they solidified the oil without hydrogenation? This may
mean they are full other additives which may still be undesirable.
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FAT LOSS
As stated earlier, in its simplest form, to loose body fat we need to control the calorie intake and burn off
some excess fat. If you simply just stop eating, your body will begin to kick start what is know as the
starvation response. An apology again but here comes another bit of science to help you understand what I
mean.
1. Restrictive diets of 500-700 calorie deficits are common. This means those calories we are not
eating are taken from our fat stores to be "burned" up, hence the drop in weight.
2. Muscle mass will also be "burned" to supplement the energy required for day to day use. Your
metabolism will start to drop as the body adjusts to match the current low calorie intake.
3. Leptin is a hormone produced by fat tissue that influences your appetite. As fat stores diminish,
leptin production also decreases. The brain detects the rapid decrease in leptin levels which triggers
a “Starvation Response”
4. The brain stimulates three responses
a. It slows down metabolic rate
b. It increases leptin production
c. It stimulates appetite
5. Once the diet is complete, the body is now primed for fat storage which usually results in weight
being regained in the months that follow as the body tries to get back to its optimal levels and thus
resulting in weight gain.

Overcoming the starvation response.
Now that we understand why dieting alone is not the best way for weight loss we have to think about how to
go about reducing calories but not so much that we end up needing to put weight back on.
Your body needs a set amount of calories to be able to function properly while at rest. This is known as your
Basil Metabolic Rate (BMR), for example your brain can use up to 600 calories a day.
We also have to take into account the amount of energy it takes to digest the food we eat, which is called
the Thermal Effect of Food (TEF).
The metabolic cost of energy taken to digest food in males is 6-10% and 6-7 % in females of total daily
calories.
It is known that if we restrict by 500kcal/day we loose 1lb of fat per week. We know this because it takes
3500 calories to burn 1lb of fat. So how do we go about reducing 500 calories a day without prompting the
starvation response?
Loosing 500kcal a day may stimulate starvation response and an increase activity by 500kcal a day may be
too much of a commitment. A way around this is to combine a diet of 250kcal and exercise 250kcal. This
offsets the starvation response because maintenance of muscle mass will help maintain a higher metabolic
rate and offset a possible starvation response.

PRE-PROGRAM TASK - Before you start this program, you may find it beneficial to begin a food diary
for a week or two, taking down notes on everything you eat and its calorie content. This should begin
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highlight any flaws in your eating patterns which will allow you to then begin to cut down on or completely
remove certain meals or snacks.

IMPORANT!
HOLD ON!!! ONE VERY IMPORTANT THING YOUR BODY NEEDS

WATER
Water composes a large
percentage of body weight. It is the medium through which all
other nutrients, hormones, chemicals and oxygen is
transported in. Adequate intake of water is needed to help
keep you healthy on the inside.
Muscle tissue is made up of around 70% water so you can
see why it is so important when you consider just how much
we are made up of the stuff. Its fairly obvious if you think
about it, if we are made up of that much water it is very
important to keep hydrated to help maintain optimal health
and performance.
Recommended daily amount is usually around 5-8 glasses
spread out through the day, however one formula you can
use to work out a more accurate amount is this.
Your body weight, in pounds, x .6 = amount of water in
ounces.
So someone who is 200 pounds will need 120 ounces of
water which is just over 3 litres. This is only a minimum,
obviously if you can drink more do it and remember to stay
hydrated when working out, drinking when you feel thirsty.
As you can see, with all this information you should be able
to begin to understand why good nutrition and a healthy balanced diet is so important to
your health and fitness. If your body is lacking the correct fuels, then your training will also
suffer
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM
This has been designed to cater towards the main goals people seem to want to achieve,
maximum results without spending hours training. With this in each daily routine shouldn’t
last more than an hour tops so that equals to 3 hours a week.
Before I give a brief explanation of the routine let me just state that the days between your
workouts should be rest days. You do not need to work out every single day and to be
honest, if you do, you're not going to benefit at all. As you lift weights you are actually
making your body weaker as your damage your muscles. You get stronger as a result from
your body healing which you do so while you rest. Think off it like this, your body does not
know what you are doing, it does not know your are lifting weights, its only knows it has to
exert maximum effort in order to survive the task you are doing. For all it knows you could
be wrestling a bear for the last ounce of food. Once you reach muscular failure your tank is
essentially empty and your muscles can not perform. This sends alarm bells inside your
body as it is now weak and unable to fight anymore and so, with rest, your body repairs
but then adds a little more to its reserves so that next time, it can fight harder for longer.
So if rest is important, so is giving this program 100 percent effort. Train to muscle failure
where possible and once confident enough. It is a difficult thing to try and overcome when
your head says no but try aim for one more rep. It is also worth noting that should you train
this way you may need a friend or a trainer to help spot you.

Now on to the program.
The first 4 weeks are designed to get you into the swing of things, build up your strength
and your muscle mass. The last four weeks are there to build up your stamina, muscle
endurance and burn off excess fat around your body.
Where you see exercises grouped together such as
2a. Barbell shrugs – hold for 2 seconds each rep – 3x10
2b. Lateral raise - 3x10
Then this means they are a superset. Super sets are two sets of exercises performed back
to back with little or no rest between. So here you would perform 2a, barbell shrugs ten
times and then straight onto 2b, lateral raises ten times. Rest, and repeat 2 more times.
Now, read through the explanations on how to perform each exercise and then get your
head down and get stuck in to the program. Commit and you will see the results you're
aiming for.
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HOW TO PERFORM

It is very important that you do each exercise correctly and in a safe manner so I am just going to
take a little time out to explain one individually so that you learn the correct way to perform the
exercise and also which part of your body will be doing the work.

Some quick tips first.
•

•

•

Perform all exercises in a controlled safe manner, if you have to throw the weight to
move it then the load is too heavy. There should be no bravado or showing off when
exercising, the only person you need to challenge and impress is yourself. Do not
cause yourself injury just to look macho.
Breathe out on the effort. For a bench press, breathe in as the weight is lowered
and out as you put the effort in to raising the bar. Resist holding your breath, your
muscles need a fresh supply of oxygen to function so breathing will aid in your work
out but it will also help you to not pass out, which of course is something we all do
not want to happen.
Stick with the 2 up 2 down rule. The slower the exercise the harder it is, however,
your muscles will benefit more from 5 slow reps then 10 fast ones as they are
engaged and working for a much longer period. 2 seconds down and 2 seconds of
effort are a good starting point for this. If you feel that the weight is too easy, yet
increasing the weight is too hard then you may want to slow the exercise down
even more. This is a good way to improve your strength without performing an
unsafe weight.
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CHEST, BACK AND UPPER BODY
CHEST
Barbell Bench Press
Exercises
• Primary – Pectoralis major (chest)
• Secondary – Triceps, biceps and deltoids
(shoulders)
From the starting position with the bar at the top,
slowly bring the bar down towards your chest.
The bar should be on line with your heart.
Keep lowering the bar until you feel a stretch
along your chest. Bear in mind the closer you
bring the bar to your chest, the harder the
exercise will be, however you will also gain more benefit
for performing this, and any other exercise, for the full
range of movement.
Once you have lowered the bar, push the bar back up,
still keeping it in line with your chest/heart and stop at
the top. Your elbows should still have a slight bend in
them, never lock your elbows out, this will cause undue
stress on your elbow joint which is something you need
to avoid.
Repeat this action until you have reached your goal.

Dumbbell press

Exercises
• Primary – Pectoralis major (chest)
• Secondary – Triceps, biceps, deltoids (shoulders)
As with the bench press, keep the dumbbells in line with
your heart.
Starting with the weights at the top, bring the
dumbbells down so that you finish with your shoulders
on a 90 degree angle (or slightly lower) and your
palms facing towards your feet.
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Also like the barbell press, the lower the weights go, the harder the exercise.

Push up
Exercises
• Primary – Primary – Pectoralis major (chest)
• Secondary – Triceps, biceps, deltoids (shoulders) core
This is an excellent all over body exercise. Not only are you working your chest, triceps
and shoulders, you are also engaging your core and legs as you brace your body in a
plank like position. There are tons of variations of the press up, but we will focus on the
most common one.
Start with your hands on the floor, shoulders and flexed ad 90 degrees and elbows also
at 90 degrees, exactly like the ending position of the dumbbell press.
Keeping your body in a plank like position, by tensing your abs and legs.
Push through your chest and arms until your elbows are nearly locked and the lower
back down to the starting position.

BACK
Barbell Row
Exercises
• Primary – Trapezious accenting and
defending (top and mid section of the
back)
• Secondary – Deltoids (shoulders) and
biceps
It is very important you keep correct form for
this one and make sure your spine is in a nice
straight neutral position.
Start with a wide grip on the barbell, your
knees bent and your bum out. Your knees
should not come past your toes. This position
is very much like the beginnings of a squat.
Once your in a safe stable position, start with the bar bell towards the ground leaving a
slight bend in the elbows and slowly bring it up to your chest by retracting the shoulder
blades and contracting your biceps.
Slowly lower the bar back down to the starting position and repeat.
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Single arm row
Exercises
• Primary – Trapezious accenting
and defending (top and mid
section of the back)
• Secondary – Deltoids (shoulders)
and biceps
Like a barbell row, keep your back in a
nice neutral position and do not round
your back and shoulders if and when
the weight becomes to heavy.
With one leg out and the other bent at
the knee, use a hand to stable yourself
on either a wall or a bench.
With the dumbbell lowered with as light bend in the elbow. bring it up towards your chest
and stop at the top.
Slowly lower the weight back down to its original position.

Dumbbell back fly

Exercises
• Primary – Trapezious accenting and defending (top and mid
section of the back)
• Secondary – Deltoids (shoulders)
Preferably on an angled bench begin face down with the
dumbbells towards the floor and a slight bend in the elbows.
These photos show the standing up version.
Your hands should be positioned so that your palms
face towards your feet, thumbs on the inside, pinkies
on the outside.
Once in position bring your arms out so your in a letter
“T” and retract the shoulder blades as much as
possible then slowly return the weights back to the
starting position.
This is a difficult one and does not require much weight
so please start light.
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Barbell pull ups

Exercises
• Primary – Trapezious accenting and defending (top
and mid section of the back)
• Secondary – Deltoids (shoulders) and biceps
This may or may not be possible depending on the
equipment you have however, if you can do it, it is a great
way to perform a chip up without needing a chin up bar.
Place a bar securely between two level surfaces around 2-3
feet off the floor. I tend to use my arm chairs (see photos).
Start with your legs straight and your arms with a very slight
bend as your grip the bar lying under it.
Once in the starting position, pull yourself up toward the bar
bringing your chest as close as possible and then lower
yourself back down to the starting position and repeat.

Barbell shrugs
Exercises
• Primary – Trapezious descending (top of back/bottom of neck)
• Secondary – Grip, forearms
Stand with your feet shoulder width apart, knees
slightly bent. Keep your back straight at all times.
Start with the dumbbells by your side with a slight
bend in the elbow. Then all you need to do is
perform a shrugging action, holding the weight at
the top of the action for 2 (or more) seconds
before slowly lowering the weight back down to
the starting position and repeat.
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ARMS
Barbell curls – power up – slow down
Exercises
• Primary – Biceps
• Secondary - Forearms
This is a good verification to a
barbell curl and is designed to
increase the muscles stamina
and engage the muscle for a
maximum amount of time.
Start with the barbell on your
thighs, palms facing out, elbows
slightly bent, feet shoulder
width apart and knees slightly
bent.
As you will be using a slightly
heavy weight compared to a usual barbell curl force the weight up by contracting the
biceps. Don’t have too much weight that your really having to force the weight to avoid
straining your back.
Once the weight is up, slowly lower it and let gravity do the work and fight against it until
your arms are back down at the bottom and repeat.

Close grip bench press.
Exercises
• Primary – Triceps
• Secondary – Pectoralis major
(chest), deltoids (shoulders)
Start in the same position as a bench
press however have your hands closer
together leaving 3-4 inches apart. You will
not need as much weight to perform this
exercise compared to a regular bench
press.
Once your are ready to begin, lift the bar
up and then bring it down towards your
chest in exactly the same manner as a
bench press.
Once you have lowered it, push it back up to the starting position. You will feel this
exercise a lot more in your triceps compared to a regular bench press.
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Tricep kickback
Exercises
• Primary – Triceps
This can be performed in two ways,
either kneeling on a bench (kickback)
or standing using a something as a
support (see photo) but the exercise
is performed in the same way.
Starting with the dumbbell tucked
under your chest, extend your elbow
outwards and squeeze your tricep at
the top then return to its starting
position.
The trick with this is to keep your elbow tucked close to your body and try to keep your
elbow on the same plain. The only movement should be from the elbow and nowhere
else.

Bicep 21’s
Exercises
• Primary – Biceps
• Secondary - Forearms
This is a set of 3 different bicep curls all with 7 reps which
add up to 21 reps.
The first of the three is half a curl. Your knees are bent
throughout all 3 of these exercises. Start with the weight on
your thighs, arms only slightly bent, palms facing out.
Contract your bicep bringing the dumbbell half way so that
your elbow is on a 90 degree angle. Repeat 7 times.
Then for the second stage bring the dumbbell up half way. This is your
starting point. Contract your bicep bringing the dumbbell up towards
your shoulder, do not rest the dumbbell right at the top as it can
disengage your bicep and so you are not working the muscle.
When you come to lower the weight, only go half way down and
repeat.
The third stage consists of 7 full bicep curls, starting at the thigh,
contracting up to very close to the top and then back down again.
Try and perform all three exercises without a break so in essence you are doing 21 reps
back to back.
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Hammer Curls
Exercises
• Primary – Biceps
• Secondary - Forearms
With your knees slightly bent, feet shoulder width
apart, start with your arms by your thighs, palms
facing inwards towards each other.
Either both arms at the same time or alternating,
contract your bicep to perform a bicep curl, but keep
your palms facing inwards.
Return to the starting position and repeat.

SHOULDERS
Standing modified Arnold
Exercises
• Primary – Shoulders
• Secondary – Core, biceps, triceps
Stand with your feet shoulder width apart,
knees slightly bent. Keep your back straight
at all times.
Start with the dumbbells on line with your
shoulders, your shoulder blades retracted
and your palms facing outwards.
Extend your arms up above your head exactly like a
shoulder press, do not lock out your elbows.
Once the weights are up, keep the weight above
your head as you bring your elbows together in front
of you and then lower the weights down so they are
in line with your shoulders again.
Once you have done this, retract your shoulder
blades back bringing your elbows back to the
starting position and repeat the whole process
again.
Once the weight begins to feel heavy, brace your core so that you do not end up with
your back bending forward.
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Lateral raise
Exercises
• Primary – Deltoids (shoulders)
• Secondary – Trapezious transverse and
ascending part (top and mid back)
Stand with your feet shoulder width apart, knees
slightly bent. Keep your back straight at all times.
Start with the dumbbells by your side with a slight
bend in the elbow.
Lift your arms out away from your sides, keeping
your palms faced down. Once your arms are on
level with you shoulders slowly return the weight
to the starting position.
Avoid throwing the weight up once it begins to become difficult and avoid rounding the
shoulders forward.
If you can not perform at least 6-8 of these, the weight is too much. This is an exercise
that does not require a heavy load.

Dumbbell/Kettlebell Swing
Exercises
• Primary – shoulders
• Secondary – core and grip
Again, start with your knees slightly bent, your
arm straight and holding your chosen weight
between your legs.
Swing from your hips backwards, moving your
bum backwards like a squat, keeping your
back straight, then thrust forwards while also
lifting the weight outwards.
Stop when the weight is at shoulder height and control it back down to the starting
position and repeat.
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One arm clean and press (and barbell clean and press)
Exercises
• Primary – shoulders, biceps, triceps
• Secondary – core and grip
This is in effect two exercises performed
simultaneously. First perform, a full bicep curl as
explained above but keep your palms facing
outwards.
Once the weight is at the top and the bicep is fully
contracted, push the weight above your head in a
shoulder press motion.
Control the weight back down to the top of the
bicep curl and then back to your original starting
position.

Standing barbell shoulder press/Military press
Exercises
• Primary – Deltoids (shoulders)
• Secondary – Trapezious transverse and ascending part (top and mid back)
•
Stand with your knees slightly bent, shoulder
width apart.
With your biceps contracted so that the bar is
under your chin push the bar up above your head
and control it back down to the starting position
and repeat.
If you start to feel pain in your lower back stop the
exercise immediately, check your form or lower
the weight.
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Iron Cross
Exercises
• Primary – Deltoids (shoulders)
• Secondary – Core, biceps, triceps, trapezious transverse and ascending part (top
and mid back)
Holding dumbbells straight out in front of you, using your core to stabilise yourself, open
your arms, retracting your shoulder blades so that you end up stood in a T position. Then
bring your hands back together.
You can modify this by performing this exercise while squatting but requires a lot more
balance and skill. Note, you do not need a heavy weight for this exercise.

Upright barbell row
Exercises
• Primary – Deltoids (shoulders)
• Secondary – Biceps, triceps, forearms,
trapezious transverse (top and mid
back)
Start with your knees shoulder width apart,
slight bend in the knees, with a narrow
overhand grip on the bar starting by your
thighs.
Keeping your back straight, lift the bar up
towards your chest bending you elbows. The
barbell should stay close to your body.
One the weight is up to your chest, slowly control the weight back to the starting position
and repeat.
Barbell clean and press
Exercises
• Primary – Deltoids (shoulders)
• Secondary – Biceps, triceps, forearms, trapezious
transverse (top and mid back)
Start with your legs shoulder width apart and a slight bend in
the knees. With a wide overhand grip on the barbell start by
moving the bar up under your chin, rotating at the elbows so
that your palms now face out wards.
Once you are comfortable in this position, extend
from your elbows and push the weight above
your head. Take care and keep the load under
control.
Hold the weight for a second or two and the
control the weight back down to its original
starting position and repeat.
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LEGS AND LOWER BODY
Front barbell squats (or dumbbell/kettlebell sumo squat)
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
• Secondary - Gluteus Maximus (bum), soleus (calf)
If you are not confident enough to try this as a barbell front squat,
change it up for a dumbbell or kettlebell, holding the weight close to
your chest.
With your legs shoulder width apart, position the weight however you
plan to do this exercise.
If you are doing the barbell version, you can hold the barbell with your
hands, or rest it on your shoulders along parallel to your collar bone.
See photos for all variations.
Once you begin, keep your back nice and straight, brace with your
abdominals to stop your back arching forward and first bend from
the knees.
Your knees should never pass your toes and all the weight should
be into the heel of your foot. The trick to this is as your knees
bend, move your hips backwards so that your bum sticks out as if
your trying to sit back onto a chair.
This can be tricky to start with so practice without the weight and
even have a secure chair set up for you to sit down onto.
Technique is very important on this to save injuring your back so
practice and practice this movement.
Once you are as low as you are comfortable with, the lower you go
the more you will work your bum, push back up through the heels until you are in the
starting position but do not lock your knees out to prevent injuring your joints.
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Dumbbell lunges
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary - Soleus (calf), adductor magnus
(inner thigh)
With your feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly
bent, hold the dumbbells down by your sides. As
you step forward, bend down onto one knee.
Keep your chest up and shoulders retracted to
support your back and use your abdominals to
further support the spine.
Once you are as low as possible either reverse
the action to stand back up or, dependent on the
amount of room you have, as you stand up bring
the rear leg forward in a stepping motion and then
go down onto the opposite knee.
This exercise can also take a little practice as you get used to balancing. The important
thing to note is not to round your back forward, keep it nice and straight.
Side lunges
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs) gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary - adductor magnus and longus (inner thigh), soleus
(calf)
This is performed with either a dumbbell or a kettlebell, hold the
weight up by your chest as with the sumo squat or by both hands so
that it hangs between you legs.
As with all exercises, keep your back nice and straight and avoid
rounding it. You need a pretty wide stance for this one and
once your ready bend one knee while keeping the other leg
straight.
You will feel this exercise in your hip flexors as you again
move you bum outwards from your hips.
Your knees should not pass the tips of your toes.
Once you are as low as you can go, push your bent leg back
up to its starting position, driving the weight through you're
heels and not your toes.
Repeat the same action on the opposite leg
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Deadlifts
Exercises
• Primary – Gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary - Quadriceps (top front of legs), Soleus (calf)
The Deadlift is the most important exercise next to the squat
because it works all your muscles with the heaviest weights
possible. Deadlifts will also teach you to pick up an object with a
straight back - this will prevent injuries like hernias which usually
result from repeatedly lifting with a round lower back.
Stand with the bar above the centre of your feet - your stance
should be a bit more narrow than shoulder-width to give your arms
room.
Grab the bar overhand so your arms are vertical to the floor.
Bend through your knees until your shins hit the bar which must
remain above the middle of your feet. Shoulder blades directly over
the bar.
Lift your chest but don't squeeze your shoulder-blades like on squats.
Just put your shoulders back & down, head inline with rest of your
spine.
Pull - keep the bar close to your body; roll it over your knees and
thighs until your hips and knees are locked. Do not lean back at the
top.
Return the bar back to its starting position by bending at the knees
first, not by bending your back. Then repeat.
Overhead kettle/dumbbell bell squat
Excercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
• Secondary - Gluteus Maximus (bum), soleus
(calf), deltoids (shoulders)
•
This is a rather advanced movement, if you struggle
with this one hold the weight at shoulder height with
one arm or substitute the exercise in the program for
a sumo squat.
In a squatting position, hold the weight above you as
you squat down.
You will need to brace yourself using your abdominal
muscles and take your time as you work to balance
and complete the movement.
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1 leg barbell/dumbbell lunge
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary - Soleus (calf), adductor magnus
(inner thigh)
This is a variation of a normal lunge.
With the weight in position, balance on your
leading foot, resting the rear leg on a bench or
secure surface and lunge down getting your knee
as close to the floor as possible.
Push up through the heal of your foot to return to the starting position and repeat. As
always, keep your back in a neutral position at all time.

Dumbbell step ups
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary - Soleus (calf), adductor magnus
(inner thigh)
You can do this exercise stepping up onto your
bench or up your stairs.
Stand with a dumbbell in each hand, keeping your
back nice and straight, step up and lift your rear
leg up behind you.
Return back to your original position and change
legs once your goal has been reached.
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Kettlebell/dumbbell figure of eight
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs) gluteus maximus (bum)
• Secondary – Arms and core
In a squat position (see photo) pass the weight between your legs in a figure 8 motion

Sumo squats to a jump
Exercises
• Primary – Quadriceps (top front of legs)
• Secondary - Gluteus Maximus (bum), soleus
(calf)
As suggested in the name, perform a sumo squat
but as you push up through your legs, push with
enough force that you come up off your feet.
Be carful not to use a weight that is too heavy as
you still need to keep your back straight, practice
with no weight first and then add a little at a time.
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BODY WEIGHT AND CORE
Mountain climbers
Exercises your whole body.
In a plank position bring one knee up towards your chest.
Once the foot has landed, kick that leg back to its starting
position while simultaneously bring the opposite leg up to
your chest and repeat this action.
Groiners
Exercises your whole body
In a plank position, push from your toes
and bring both legs up towards your chest
landing as close to the outer side of your
hands as possible so that you end up in
what looks like a very low squat position.
Once your feet hand landed, kick your
legs back to their starting position and repeat.

Dips
Exercise
• Primary – Triceps
• Secondary - Deltoids (shoulders), pectoralis major (chest)
Starting with your hands behind your
back resting on a bench extend
your legs out so that you can feel
your body weight through your
triceps.
Lower yourself down using only
your arms, keeping your back as
close to the bench as possible and
then push through your triceps back
up to the starting position.
Note, with this exercise, the
straighter your legs the harder it is. You can also place a weight in your lap and/or
elevate your legs to increase the difficulty.
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Weight over head sit ups
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus (abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal
obliques (side of abs), hip flexors
Lie on the floor, your back flat, knees bent
arms reaching back with a plate gripped by
both hands (see photo).
Use your abdominal muscles to bring your
shoulders and upper back off the floor. Try
and keep the weight above your head. If
you struggle with this, you can hold the
weight against your chest.
It is important that as your shoulders lift off
the floor that you do not move your head into your chest. Find a
point on the ceiling and move your head in tandem with your body so
that you are always looking up at your chosen spot. This will help to
prevent injuring your back.

Leg raises
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus (abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal obliques (side of
abs), hip flexors

Lie on the floor, legs straight, arms by your side.
Using your abdominal muscles and hip flexors, raise your legs off
the floor until they are 90 degrees (if possible) from the starting
position.
Try and keep your legs straight and your feet together.
Return your legs to the start position but keep your feet a couple of
inches off the bottom until you have reached your rep goal.
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The Plank
Exercises
• Primary – The whole body
In a press up position, tuck your elbows under
your chest and lift your body up.
Use your abdominal muscles to keep your
back straight and stay in this position for the
allotted time or until muscle failure.

Bicycles
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus (abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal obliques (side of
abs), hip flexors

Lying on your back, bring your legs up 90 degrees from
the floor.
To make the exercise harder you can lift you shoulders
off the floor with your arms by your side.
Move your legs in a cycling motion one way and then
the other and if you want to make it harder try and
touch your elbows to your knees.
As with all sit up variations, do not tuck your head into
your chest.

V sit ups
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus (abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal obliques
(side of abs), hip flexors

Lying on your back, legs our straight, arms flat on the floor
above your head.
Simultaneously lift your legs up along with your arms and
reach up to try and touch your toes.
Try and perform this exercise in a controlled manor.
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DB Press up to side plank
Exercises
• Primary – Whole body
Starting in a press up position, grip the
dumbbells, with palms facing inwards towards
each other.
Perform a press up, at the top raise one arm
up twisting your body so that your leading arm
is above your body, lower and repeat on the
opposite side.

Mason twist
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus (abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal
obliques (side of abs), hip flexors

Balance on your bum, your knees tucked
up and feet together.
Place your hands together and twist to
one side, touching the floor with your
hands and then twist to the other side
doing the same. Repeat until you reach
your goal.
To increase the difficulty hold a kettlebell/dumbbell/plate as you twist.
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Gecko
Exercises
• Primary – whole body
In a wide press up position move down into a press up but as you do that, bring one
knee up towards your elbow and then repeat with the other side.
This exercise may take a little practice and you should really feel it in your abs as you try
to support your body weight.

Scissors
Exercises
• Primary – Rectus abdominus
(abs)
• Secondary - External abdominal
obliques (side of abs), hip flexors

Lie down as if you are about to
perform a leg raise.
With your feet a couple of inches off
the floor, move each leg out to the side
at the same time as if you were doing
the splits.
Bring your legs back to the starting position and repeat.
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THE WORKOUT
Weeks 1-4
Day1.
1. Bar Bell Bench Press – 3x10
2. Dumbbell press – 20-25 on 1st set, keep same weight and go to failure on second set.
3. Push up to failure.
4a Bar bell Row 3x10
4b. Single arm row. 3x10
4c. Dumbbell back fly – pinkies to the sky – 3x10
5. Barbell curls – power up – slow down 3x5
100 press ups – record time – then beat it next week.
Day2.
1. Front barbell squats – slow – 3x10
2. Dumbbell lunges – 3 lengths
3. Deadlifts – 3x10
4. Side lunges – 3x10 on each side
Finisher – 3x with 60 second rest – do 4 next week, then 5.
30 mountain climbers (15 on each leg)
15 Groiners
10 Sumo squats Squats to a jump
Day3.
1a. Standing modified Arnold press – 3x10
2a. Barbell shrugs – hold for 2 seconds each rep – 3x10
2b. Lateral raise - 3x10
3. Close grip bench press - 3x10
4. Triceps kickback – kneel on bench – 3x10
5. Bicep 21’s – x 3 (if poss)
Dumbbell complex – 60 second rest between sets.
swing, clean and press (all on 1 arm then the other), squat and jump.
Week 1 – 7, 8, 9, 10
Week 2 – 8, 9, 10, 11
Week 3 – 9, 10, 11, 12
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Weeks 5-8
Day1.
1. Bar Bell Bench Press – 3x10 – Slow down power up.
Keep repeating these two for up to 10 mins to failure on each set.
2a Dumbbell press – alternating arms
2b Upright Barbell row
3a Barbell clean and press
3b Barbell pull ups.
Core work
4. Weight over head sit ups 3x15
5. Leg raises – hold at bottom for 2 seconds 3x15
6. The Plank – hold for as long as possible until failure – 1x1 – note time and
try to beat it next time.

Day2.
1. Overhead kettle/dumbbell bell squat 3x10 on each arm
2. 1 leg barbell lounge – 3x10 on each leg.
3. Dumbbell step ups – 3x12 on each leg.
4. Kettlebell figure of eight – 3x1 minute.
Core work.
5. Bicycles - 3x15 each way
6. V sit ups – 3x15
7. DB Press up to side plank – 3x15
Day3.
1. Bent over row – 4x8
2. Standing barbell shoulder press 3x8
Keep repeating these two for up to 10 mins to failure on each set.
3a Iron Cross
3b Hammer Curls
4a Dips – Weighted if possible
4b DB Front raise, then bring arms out to the side and then back down to your
waist
Core Work – one after the other – 60 second rest – 4 times
Mason twist with kettle bell x 20
Gecko x 20
Scissors x20
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